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WALLWORKS NEW YORK WELCOMES MIAMI PHENOM ABSTRK IN HIS 
FIRST NYC SOLO EXHIBITION! 

 
WALLWORKS NEW YORK is thrilled to open our doors for FRGMNTS, a solo 
exhibition by prolific Miami artist, Enrique "ABSTRK" Mas. 
 
FRGMNTS marks the artist's first solo exhibition in New York and serves as a study of 
vintage Americana through the lens of Miami graffiti pop culture. The artist explains the 
new series as follows: 
 
“…Metal badges from vintage American cars are scattered and broken up into 
freestanding letters and logos Each letter and logo has an unknown story and life that has 
led it to this point in time that we will never know which evokes a unique memory or 
nostalgic feeling of a time and place juxtaposed alongside pieces of wood panels and 
painted fabrics new and old that relate to origins of my own journey navigating through 
my development as a creative who’s moniker was inspired by customizing apparel…” 
 
The works in FRGMNTS offer a glimpse into the artist's thought process while working--
switching between mediums, surfaces, and compositions. The process is just as much 
part of the art as the finished work. 
 
Opening Reception:  
Thursday, October 19, 2023 | 6 pm – 9 pm (beats by DJHart, refreshments courtesy of 
Brunch at Zion’s) 
 
Exhibition Dates:  
October 19, 2023 – December 1, 2023 
 
Gallery hours:  
Wednesday – Friday, 11 am -4 pm | weekends by appointment only 
 
 
 



 
 
ABOUT ABSTRK 
 
Enrique Mas aka ABSTRK is a Multidisciplinary Cuban American artist from Miami, 

Florida. Self-taught, his work is engaged in public art projects, murals, 2D and 3D 

gallery and /studio work, digital Art as well as product /apparel design. 

 He has worked in collaboration with brands ranging from high-end fashion to 

sportswear/lifestyle and creative agencies on international and global projects. Abstrk’s 

diversity in style comes from influences in traditional fine art, graffiti, and pop culture. 

 

ABOUT WALLWORKS NEW YORK 

WALLWORKS NEW YORK is a contemporary art gallery in the Mott Haven section of 

The South Bronx, dedicated to reminding everyone of the rich artistic history of the 

neighborhood.  

Currently calling Kreate Hub its home, WALLWORKS strives to be an anchor of art 

exhibitions for the neighborhood and to encourage everyone to take a trip Uptown to 

experience all that The Bronx has to offer.  

In the vein of Fashion MODA, WALLWORKS is dedicated to showcasing new and 

exciting art from both emerging and established artists from The Bronx and around the 

world. The passion project of legendary Graffiti pioneer CRASH, entrepreneur Robert 

Kantor, WALLWORKS NEW YORK is directed by Anna Matos. 

 


